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Drum Top Absorbent Pad - Universal 

Product Introduction:
Drum top absorbent pads are specifically designed for standard 210-

liter or 55-gallon drums, providing effective solutions to absorb liquids 

from leaks and drips that occur around the bung openings during 

dispensing operations. 

Features: 
 Designed to securely fit on the tops of 210-liter or 55-gallon drums.

 Provides full coverage to absorb pump leaks, overflows and drips, 

keeping the drum top clean.

 Constructed from 100% polypropylene, these thermally bonded 

pads are the strongest, ensuring long-lasting use.

 The dispenser carton box makes it easy to take the pads.

 Heavy-weight and high absorbency ensure that liquids are absorbed 

quickly for faster, easier cleanups and safer workplaces.

 Pre-cut perforations make it easy to place and replace the pads.

 Non-Linting: Designed to minimize linting, reducing the risk of 

contamination.

 The pads are flame retardant. 

TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

Benefits: 
 Improved Safety: Helps to 

prevent slips and falls by 

absorbing spills and keeping 

drum tops clean and dry.

 Cost-Effective: Minimizes clean 

time, material waste and 

cleanup costs associated with 

spills and leaks.

 Ease of Use: Simple to install, 

replace, and dispose of, making 

them a convenient option for 

busy facilities.

 Regulatory Compliance: Assists 

in meeting safety and 

environmental regulations by 

providing effective spill control.

Product Specifications:

Scan HereForMore Info

Model : UDPD3022

Composition : Polypropylene

Type : Universal

Absorbent Format : Pad

Colour : Grey

Dimension : Ø 55cm / 21.7in

Packing : 25pcs / 1case

Absorbency Per Case : up to 22.5 Liter

Absorbency Per Pad : up to 900 ml

Thickness : 300 GSM

Use With : 210 Liter Drum Top

Net Weight (KG) : 0.06 Pcs / 1.5 Case 

Floating : No

UV Resistant : No

Static-Dissipative : No

Flammability : Flame Resistant Will melt and self-

extinguish

Liquid Absorbed : Oils, Coolants, Solvents, Water-based 

Fluids, Non-Aggressive Liquids.
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Universal Drum Top Absorbent Pad 

Safety Information:
 Handling: Use gloves when handling saturated pads.

 Disposal: Dispose of used pads according to local regulations.

Application:
 Absorb Leaks and Drips: Place pads on drum tops to catch and absorb leaks and drips from drum pumps and 

dispensing operations.

 Contain Spills: Use pads to contain small spills directly on the drum top, preventing liquids from spreading.

 Prevent Cross-Contamination: Place pads on drum tops to prevent cross-contamination between different 

chemicals or liquids.

 Use During Transfer: Apply pads during the transfer of liquids to catch any accidental spills or leaks.

Pharmaceutical Chemical Automobile Food & Breweries Marine Transportation Steel

General 

Manufacturing
Oil & Gas Construction Heavy 

Manufacturing
AgriculturePower 

Industry:
The drum top absorbent pads are essential for maintaining a clean, safe, and efficient working environment in any 

industry that utilizes drums for liquid storage and dispensing.

Usage Instructions:
 Installation: Place the pad on top of the drum, aligning perforations with bung openings.

 Absorption: Allow the pad to absorb leaks, drips, and spills during dispensing.

 Inspection: Check if the absorbent pad become fully saturated with oil or other liquids. 

 Replacement: Replace the pad when necessary or damaged fully saturated,  or,  after each use.

Storage:
 Keep in a Cool, Dry Place.  

 Keep away from direct sunlight.

 Keep pads on shelves or pallets to keep them off the floor.

 Temperature Range: Maintain storage temperature between 10°C to 35°C.

 Keep pads in an easily accessible location near areas where they are most likely to be used. 

 Keep Away from High Heat Sources and place.
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